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Collectors  
vs 

Non-collectors

You spelled garbage wrong



MAXIM Magazine’s poll 
on action figure collections

Surprised the %

isn’t higher?



Photo by Len Jacobs

Tina & Paul
Marchese’s
Vintage Can 
collection 
displayed 
in a 
vintage 
shelf.

Do you 
have 
Prince 
Albert
in a 
can?
                                         



DECORATING WITH VINTAGE HATS 
Photos by Len Jacobs                   Fagin/Frankel Residence



MIRROR, MIRROR ON THE WALL… 
Photo by Leslie Guerci                  Fagin/Frankel Residence



Collectible handbags hung on a vintage train rack. 
Photo by Leslie Guerci



Vintage Green collectibles are popular in sea cliff

Eileen Kennedy & Charles’ Hansmann’s Collection 

LESLIE GUERCI’S GREEN ROLLING PIN COLLECTION 

Photos by Leslie Guerci 



EILEEN KENNEDY. The jars on the left are English British Anchor in the Cottage Green pattern, and Kleen Kitchen.  These 
were made in the early 1900’s and were used to store baking supplies as marked (baking powder, raisins, sugar).  The green cylinder 

is a rolling pin.  The metal cap unscrews and it is filled with ice water, which keeps pastry from sticking.  The rooster is a decorative 
container, and the bird to the right is a small vase.  The bowl behind is considered yellow ware (even though its stripe is green), 

containing a set of wood handled cutlery from the 1940’s.  



EILEEN KENNEDY’S collection of Fire King dinnerware from the 1940s in the Jane Ray pattern.  

Originally manufactured for use in restaurants. Fire King is dishwasher safe and is available in many colors 

and patterns.  The salt, pepper and sugar shakers, as well as the egg cups, are also Fire King, but are not Jane Ray.  



KENNEDY/ hansmann 

POT RACK 

set of enamelware 

pots and pans rimmed 

in green.   

These were manufactured 

from about the early 1920’s  

& 

fell out of favor because 

the enamel chipped & 

 exposed  

lead-containing metal,  

which could not be used 

for food preparation.  

Photo by Leslie Guerci 
		



BRITISH ANCHOR COTTAGE GREEN CANISTERS 
Photo by Leslie Guerci



Cec Wheeler’s collection of green McCoy pottery and a few Scottie dogs.
Framed ad for Sea Cliff’s I.C. Sniffin’s grocery store.

Photo by 
Alan Klein



sea cliff 
postcards 

with  
found beach  

object 
c frame  b 

crafted with 

0 Shells 
0 Heart-shaped 

rocks 
0beach glass 
0driftwood 

k 
0pottery shards 

Dee  

Carballal’s 

collage

Photo by 

Alan Klein 



TINA MARCHESE’S  
GREEN MCCOY POTTERY 

Photo by Len Jacobs 

TINA MARCHESE’S  
GREEN MCCOY POTTERY 

Photo by Len Jacobs 

LAURIE DRISCOLL’S JADITE CANISTERS 
Photo by Leslie Guerci 



Lori Klein’s Bakelite Vanity set
Photo by leslie Guerci



Karen Kessler’s Perfume Collection
Photo by leslie Guerci



Photos by Len jacobs 

Karen MontAgnese 
American Corner Cabinet c.1840  Collection of 

American Pressed Glass. Spans late 1800’s until 

1930s.  

This differs from cut glass as it is poured into 

moulds. Collection represents many patterns. 

Includes pitchers, decanters, spooners, cruets, 

salts and early flint glass goblets.  



CEC WHEELER’S
ACCIDENTAL
COLLECTION OF
BLUE & WHITE
ENGLISH POTTERY DINNERWARE

Dinner, then salad plates, then dessert and bread 
and butter plates, next came bowls, tea bag 
holders, serving pieces, pitchers, coffee cups and 
more. Can set a table for 12 without one piece 
matching.



Photographer
ALAN KLEIN’S VINTAGE CAMERA COLLECTION
Photo by Alan Klein



Alan & Lori Klein’s VINTAGE PHOTOGRAPHY POSTERS
Photos by Alan Klein



Peggy 
Jacobs’
doll
collection.

Above:
Collette Whitehill, a former 
Sea Cliff resident made 
the dolls above. 

The Paddington Bear was 
Len’s mother’s.

Photos by Len 
Jacobs



Lenno
n’s 
would 
think
of 
collectin
g
vintage
refrigerat
or



Photo by Leslie Guerci



Karen Montagnese’s
Collection of cast iron door stops

Photo by Len Jacobs



Karen Montagnese
Photo by Len Jacobs

Collection of 
King Cavalier Staffordshire pottery dogs

Karen Montagnese
Photos by Len Jacobs

Mid century modern porcelain from Denmark.
                Royal Copenhagen Faience Staffordshire dogs.;  



Karen 
Montagnese’s

collection
of

Kitchen ware.
 

Displaying Bennington and 
Rockingham pottery, 

assorted ceramic ware, 
yellow ware mixing bowls and bric-

a-brac. 

Toleware 
and

reverse painting 
painted by 

Karen’s 
grandmother. 

 
Collection dates. 

Late 1800s thru 1950

Photo by Len Jacobs



WHITE
 

McCoy,
Red Wing

& 
Hull Pottery 

vases 
mostly date 

from the 
30’s and 40’s 

&
many were 

made
in Ohio, 
collector

Cec
Wheeler’s
Home State.

Photo by
Alan Klein



Rare antique 
carriage &
bracket clock collection.

The collector, 
was introduced
to clock collecting
when, as a child,
he accompanied
his clock collecting
uncle to auctions.

Photo by Leslie Guerci



Face of clock by 
French clockmaker & amateur 
mathematician:

Achille Brocot
 "Brocot & Delettrez" 

Paris~ 20 October 1851
circa 1860 

Rare perpetual calendar gilt skeleton 
clock with beautifully engraving.
perpetual calendar; numbered edition, 
perhaps only one of 3 made.

Details:
~moon phases
~two hands have stars
~can operate one year without winding
~Months, days, hours, minutes
~English, rather than French
~ mean time at noon?

Brocot made many practical horological 
innovations including the development of 
clocks with perpetual calendar mechanisms.

Photo by Leslie Guerci



Circa 1860
Perpetual Calendar 

clock
by

Achille Brocot
whose store

 "Brocot & Delettrez”
opened in

Paris 
on

20 October 1851



Collection of
Late 1800’s Victorian-era French

CARRIAGE CLOCK
with cloisonné panels. 

Small, spring-driven clocks, designed for 
traveling, were developed in the early 19th 
century in France, where they were also known 
as "Officers' Clocks". 

The case, usually plain or gilt-brass, is 
rectangular with a carrying handle, often with 
Corinthian column as shown here. 

Glass side panels were used on less expensive 
versions while panels of enamel, porcelain,  or  
cloisonné are more rare. 

Carriage clocks use a balance and balance 
spring for timekeeping and replaced the larger 
pendulum bracket clock.

Photo by Leslie Guerci



Anglo-Japanese style 
painted porcelain panel  
Carriage clock 
with gilt bronze case. 

Note the characteristic  
Japanese botanical or animal motifs 

such as bamboos,and birds;  
scenes of Japan or Japanese objects  

such as fans were placed in a  
novel asymmetrical fashion  

in defiance of Western tradition. 

The Anglo-Japanese style developed in the period from 
approximately 1851 to 1900, when a new appreciation for 
Japanese design and culture affected the art, especially the 
decorative art, and architecture of England.  

The wider interest in Eastern or Oriental design and culture 
is regarded as a characteristic of the Aesthetic Movement 
during the same period. 

Photo by Leslie Guerci 



Detail: French Limoges porcelain 
side panel 

often depicted the 
aristocracy; Corinthian  

gilt bronze; front and sides.

Detail: Pietra dura panel 
Inlay technique using cut and fitted, highly polished 
colored stones fit so precisely that the seams were 
practically invisible. Colored marbles, along with 

semiprecious, and even precious stones were used. It 
first appeared in Rome in the 16th century, reaching 

its full maturity in Florence.



Gilt bronze Carriage clock  
with dials for  

hours & minutes;  
gilt bronze with engraving; 

common shape and form. 
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ENGLISH BRACKET 
CLOCK 

Circa 1690 
William & Mary Period. 

Kingwood veneer. 
  

Kingwood  
was almost exclusively used for  

inlays on very fine furniture  
& was the most expensive wood in general 

use for furniture making in the 17th 
century,  

at which time it was known as  
“prince’s wood”. 

  
Abraham Fromanteel,  

the youngest clockmaker in the famous 
clock family, set up his workshop in 

Newcastle, England in 1657. 

Repouseé basket top with finials. 

Strike on hours and quarters. 
Well defined and engraved back of clock. 

Photo by Leslie Guerci 



                Collection of English Bracket Clocks

Clockmaker 
Jacob Marwick 

Circa 1680. Ebony veneer. 
Started working in 1666.

Clockmaker 
DANIEL QUARE

(1649-1724) English clockmaker and instrument maker who 
Invented a repeating watch movement in 1680 and a portable 

barometer in 1695.
George 1st era  ~  Circa 1715 

Ebonized bracket clock with gilt bronze repouseé.



JANE	McGILLOWAY’S	COLLECTION	of	Bakelite	purses	from	the	1940’s.	



Jane	discovered	that	cleaning	agents	such	as		
Windex	&	Lysol	can	turn	Bakelite	green		

&	warp	the	delicate	Bakelite	material	as	well.

Deformed	Bakelite	Purse.



Individual	Bakelite	purses	from	Jane’s	collection.	
Photos	by	Hannah	Hunter.	



Some	detail	shots	of	Jane’s	Bakelite	purses.	
Photos	by	Hannah	Hunter.	



Some	detail	shots	of	Jane’s	Bakelite	purses.	
Photos	by	Hannah	Hunter.



Some	detail	shots	of		
Jane’s	Bakelite	purses.	
Photos	by	Hannah	Hunter.



Some	detail	shots	of	Jane’s	Bakelite	purses.	
Photos	by	Hannah	Hunter.



Some	detail	shots	of	Jane’s	Bakelite	purses.	
Photos	by	Hannah	Hunter.



Leslie Guerci’s marble 
collection.

Photo 
by 

Leslie Guerci.



Collection 
of
Tom Thornburgh
marbles
displayed in a 
vintage
flower globe.

Photo by Leslie Guerci



Victorian porcelain carpet balls
Photos by
Leslie Guerci



Roxanne & Mark
Lehmann 

decorated 
a powder room with

ship photos,
prints 

and a ship model
recessed 

into the wall.



Mark Lehmann’s
collection of
Dinky Toy 

Aeroplanes 
1935-1979

A glass case houses 
the mostly mint & boxed airplanes 

including 
rare colors & variants.

Dinky Toys are die-cast zamac 
miniature vehicles made in England 

from 1935 to 1979. 

Dinky Toys were the most notable 
diecast vehicle toys ever produced - 
basically setting the stage for Corgi, 
Matchbox, and Mattel's Hot Wheels. 

The factory was at Binns Road, 
Liverpool, England.

 Photo by Mark Lehmann
 



Detail shot of Dinky
die-cast zamac miniature airplane 

Photo by Mark Lehmann
 



Naomi Curtis’
collection

of
Josh

Simpson’s
art glass.

Dark amethyst glass vase 
with 

reactive copper decoration.

Inhabited planets:

 “I give all my planets 
unique world-like features 

such as: 
continents and islands; 

mountains, 
beaches and plains; 

swirling oceans & winding rivers; 
clouds drifting 

above 
and, sometimes, 

an 
orbiting spaceship 

or two.”





ALTAMONT AVENUE BOTTLECAP  MOSAIC 
ON STAIR RISERS BY SOPHIE HAWKINS



Collection 
of
vintage
framed
group portrait
photographs.

Marchese residence
Photo by Len Jacobs.



marchese framed
group portrait
photographs.

Photo by leslie Guerci



Marchese residence
Photo by Leslie Guerci.



Laundry room 
decor

Photo by Len Jacobs

Marchese 
Residence

Mixing
antiques 

with
home goods
purchases

ANTIQUE
Rug

beaters
From

pre-vacuum
cleaner days.



Marchese 
Laundry

room

with
Antique 

Wash Boards

Photo by leslie Guerci



MARCHESE 
CANISTER 

COLLECTION

PHOTOS BY 
LESLIE GUERCI



Kennedy/Hansmann residence

Bottom shelf displays “Bohemian” 
glass, manufactured in Eastern 
Europe.  Most of it is old, late 

1800’s.  

The next two shelves contain a 
mixture of Bohemian glass, 

depression “Flash” glass (center of 
middle shelf), and Bristol ware 

(white frosted and red).

Photo by Leslie Guerci.



Marchese residence

Victorian bobbin flip
top desk

with display of
souvenir glass 
Ruby flashed glass with 

etched names and/or locations.

40’s Aluminum music boxes w/ porcelain 
plaques on top. Photo by LESLIE GUERCI
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Kennedy/
Hansma

nn
Residence

c 

    CENTER:
Presentation pitcher 

LEFT:
Ice bucket and glasses 

are depression era.

RIGHT:
 Decanter and collection of
small, sweet wine glasses 

on the right 
are earlier.

Photo by



Hansmann
Residence

c 
Collection of American and 
English 

       silver-plate from the Victorian era. 

The Victorians dined formally 
and had service pieces for 
everything!

Part of a collection of gold 
rimmed Limogesdinner ware 
and a silver plate salt and 
pepper set. 

Note: for sale! 

The gold rimmed glasses are 
family heirlooms.

Collection of American and 
English 

    silver-plate from the Victorian era.

         



Kennedy/
Hansmann

Residence
c 

Collection of 
antique picture frames 

that contain 
family photographs 

from the 
1800’s-early 1900’s.

         

Photo by
Leslie Guerci



KENNEDY/ 
HANSMANN 

RESIDENCE 

Collec'on	of		

English	Adams		
china	displaying		

scenes	from	works	by		

Charles	Dickens		
&	

	“The	Cries	of	London.”				

Believed	to	be		
manufactured	in	the		

early	1900’s.		
	They	were		

never	intended		
to	be	used		

as		
dinnerware,		

but	rather,	were		
considered		
case	pieces		
for	display.	



Another 
Kennedy/ 

Hansmann 
collection…  

English & 
American 

sterling and 
silver plate 

mustard pots, 
mostly from the 

Victorian and 
Edwardian eras.  

 
Each consists of a 

small, pierced 
silver holder with 

a lid and a 
handle, lined with 

a removable, 
colored glass 

insert.  The lid 
has a small hole 
to accommodate 

a small spoon. 
Although referred 

to as mustard 
pots, these were 

used for many 
different types of 

condiments. 



Cec Wheeler’s
Czechoslovakian  Porcelain Birds

Fired and hand painted in Czechoslovakia in the 
1930’s, in a variety of bird species and styles.

Photos by Alan Klein



Cec Wheeler’s  
antique cast iron cat door stops 

full size and factory samples.
Sample molds were created to mock up the finished sizes. 

Two antique wooden cats from a group of 50 salvaged  
from the top of a building.  

Photo by Alan Klein

Photo by Cec Wheeler



Cec Wheeler’s  
Collection of Scottie Dogs 

Includes door stops, book ends, ink wells, business card holder &  
a chalkboard.

Photo by Cec Wheeler



CEC WHEELER’S  
Antique wooden boxes.

Playing card holders, 
cigarette 
keepers 

& 
dispensers.

Photo by Alan Klein



Detail of tops
of wood boxes

showing 
Scottie dogs,

roll top box  
construction,

 marquetry,
 & 

hand-painted
decorations.

Photo by Cec Wheeler



Miscellaneous wooden boxes to 
hold stamps, brass weights, etc.

Photo by Alan Klein



Bjorklund Residence.                      Parian Ware and Parian 
Hand Vases. 

Parian porcelain 
originated in the early part 
of Queen Victoria's reign 
& was manufactured as a 
less expensive option 
alternative
to marble.

The Bjorklund’s collection 
focuses on high-quality 
Parian hand vases 
manufactured primarily by 
Minton and Royal 
Worcester, most 1842 & 
1850. 

Photos by Len Jacobs



Bjorklund 
Residence.                      

Parian Ware and 
Parian Hand 

Vases.

Collection of
hand-painted & 
glazed versions 
of Parian vases. 

Note the 
craftsmanship 

on the rare 
"Raven-

Claw" vases. 
Photos by Len Jacobs.



BJORKLUND RESIDENCE

Ancestral portraits 
are the back in style, but most are purchased 
for the decorative appeal.

Victoria Bjorklund’s ancestral portraits are 
her actual ancestors - 1832 portraits of her 
3rd great-grandparents, John and Margaret 
Mabie.

John Mabie was born in 1789 and lived to be 
92.  He is depicted seated at a table in an 
American-Empire-style chair with a red 
drapery behind him.  He is reading an Albany, 
NY, newspaper dated 1832.

Next to him are three 
leather-bound books: 
histories of 
South America, 
Mexico, & the
United States 
as well as the life of 
Napoleon 
Bonaparte.  

Photos by Len Jacobs



BJORKLUND 
RESIDENCE
Victoria Bjorklund’s 
1832 portraits of her 
3rd great-grandparent, 
Margaret Cook Mabie.

She is wearing an exceptional lace cap 
and gold jewelry. She died 5 years after 
her portrait was painted at age 50.  Both 
portraits are in their original wood 
frames with gilt egg-and-dart inner 
molding.

Photos by Len Jacobs

These portraits 
were
both painted by J. 
Parks in 1832.  

Parks was an 
itinerant painter 
who worked across 
upstate New York 
at this time of the 
Erie Canal and the 
Empire State's 
westward 
expansion. 



Moyne Residence. Beautifully bound leather books with gilt spines. 

Photo by Alan Klein



   
John Moyne loved books, especially with beautiful bindings.   

When traveling, John would take a list of antiquarian book stores and John & Claudia would make the 

rounds always finding a new old book for their collection.                                                                   

Detail of gilt bindings.    
                            Photo by Alan Klein                                     



Moyne Residence. Detail of gilt bindings.                                 Photo by Alan 
Klein



Kevin McGilloway’s 
Collection of 

Mediterranean 
Passports

or more commonly known as Ship’s Passports. 
These documents came into being in 1795-96.

Each passport described the ship in detail 
and was drafted by the Secretary of State 

to be approved by the President.
Kevin has the signatures of 12 0f the first 16 presidents -

starting with Washington and ending with Lincoln.
 

The documents usually have 
2 beautiful pictures on velum parchment – 

one of a tall ship at anchor and the other of a lighthouse – 
and are scallop-cut at the top, 

with the Barbary officials 
being given the top half to match with the ship’s

 bottom half whenever the ship entered their waters. 
Aside from the beautiful artwork, 

What also makes these documents attractive 
to collectors is the fact that many times 

the Secretary of State 
would later become 
President himself.

Photo by Hannah C. Hunter

George Washington’s signature



George Washington’s signature



Note the cut tops on
these  

Mediterranean 
Passports

in Kevin
McGilloway’s

collection.

Photo By Hannah C. Hunter



Note the intact
 tops on

this  

Mediterranean 
Passports

in Kevin
McGilloway’s

collection.

Photo By Hannah C. Hunter



Dee Carballal’s collages 
with    

c found beach objects  b 

Shells, beach glass, driftwood 
k pottery shards 

Photo by Alan Klein 



Dee Carballal’s 

Shell 

Chandelier 

collage

Photo by Alan Klein 



Dee 
Carballal 
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Dee 
Carballal 

Photo by Alan Klein 
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Dee 
Carballal 



Photo by Alan Klein 
Dee 

Carballal 



Dee 
Carballal 

Beach glass 



Naomi Curtis’ collection of 
scrimshaw 

Photo by Leslie Guerci 



Naomi Curtis’
CONTEMPORARY SCRIMSHAW
byYoko Gaydos 
YOKO GAYDOS is known for her use of
stippled color application, she is one of a select 
group to use this technique in her work. Ranked by 
"Whalebone" magazine as one of the 27 most
prized scrimshanders in the country.

Photos by Leslie Guerci



Collector’s	tale:	this	piece	turned	out	to	be	a	resin	reproduction	of	an	1841	scrimshaw.	



Libby & 

Richard 

 Azzarello’s 

Martini glasses  

Photos by 

Geri Reichgut



Photos by 

Geri Reichgut

Shaken,  

not stirred… 

Azzarello  

American 

arts & crafts  

display case  

outfitted  

with a mirrored 

back and 

glass shelves 

to display an  

extensive 

collection 

of martini glasses.  



Photo by Geri Reichgut



Photo by Geri Reichgut



Photo by Geri Reichgut



Bud griffin’s 

TOOL COLLECTION 
Photos byGeri Reichgut



Bud griffin’s 

COLLECTION of folding wooden rulers 
Photo byGeri Reichgut



More tools & folding wooden rulers 
Photo byGeri Reichgut



Bud griffin’s 

small oil cans, chisels AWLS, and slide 

calipers. 
Photo byGeri Reichgut



Bud griffin’s beer stein COLLECTION 

Photos byGeri Reichgut

MINIATURE beer steinS



More beer steins     Photos byGeri Reichgut



4 of Bud griffin’s  600 SEA CLIFF POST CARDs 

Photo byGeri Reichgut



4 of Bud griffin’s  600 SEA CLIFF POST CARDs 

Photo byGeri Reichgut



4 of Bud griffin’s  600 SEA CLIFF POST CARDs 

Photo byGeri Reichgut



Some of Bud Griffin’s fabulous postcard collection is
FOR SALE

Talk to Carol or Bud.



Bud griffin’s print of the SEA CLIFF YACHT CLUB  

FOUNDED 1892 

Photo byGeri Reichgut

THE END

Thanks to the scyc  
for hosting this event.


